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Three years ago, came up with the Idea of 
BikeKitchen of Augsburg, following similar 
moves in other cities and European countries. 

founded by a young boy, Marcus, following a 
major review took place in Vienna about the 
idea of   sharing knowledge in repairing bicycles. 
Bikekitchen is a format of a group involved in 
social work to disseminate the culture of the 
bike and not just that, how does it looks like? 
This format allows you to enter into a relation-
ship with the surrounding community in a 
direct and immediate way, in fact, who does 
not have to repair something of his own bike, 
or maybe take off the whim to apply some 
changes? so the interested parties gathered from 
München to begin to weave the network of 
knowledge necessary to also begin in Augsburg. 
They contacted some participants of Critical 
Mass and Stefan Sohnle which I’ve talked whit 
in Bikekitchen, whom since a long timw was 

an activist in the role of the bicycle in the city 
environment. Stefan also presented in 2012 the 
project started during a PechaKucha held in 
Augsburg. 
The beginnings, however strange, were quick 
and easy to realize the project as well as some 
members of the Critical Mass movement, came 
into contact with the Cycling Club, which gave 
the okay for the provision of their space, using it 
only for meetings once a month. The open-staff 
of the Bikekitchen then can use the space for free 
in exchange for the payment of maintenance 
fees. 
This is very usefull, because this happy situation 
has allowed the project to actually leave. The 
location is in the center of the city and includes 
a room for working, a dining room, kitchen, 
bathroom and a large basement used as storage 
for spare parts. 
After an initial investment of 300 € on the part 



its doors to the citizen community. 
In a short time, through word of mouth, the 
place welcomes always more guests during 
the opening hours which is every Thursday 

20, which ends with a dinner always open to 
everyone. The staff provides tools and teaches 
you to put your hands in the right place to be 
so pleased to have the bike repaired “by them-
selves.”
In exchange for the service, free offerings are 
collected but, sometimes, unfortunately not ev-

-
rocate by helping to turn new visitors. These 
deals have allowed the group to grow and to be 
able to buy more and more tools and tools even 

half years, we can say that there is nearly every 
kind of tool. The Bikekitchen is not only this, it 
also works as a workshop/lab where they are 
experiencing the construction of bike cargo, of 
tallbikes and so on. At the moment, the format 
works and the opening without barriers has fa-



cilitated an enrichment of the entire community 
of the cyclist citizen. 
However it has come to a critical point because 
of its growth and importance that is gaining in 
social life. The open format so far unaddressed 
party, will require policy decisions relating to 
the maintenance and organization of the life of 
the same. It is always true that when you have a 
social role, it also becomes a political role? What 
impact can it have? 
If we make a parallel Bikekitchen is an example 
of CC (Creative Commons) that is  knowladge 
made   available to everyone and that everyone 
can use for free, and from open source projects 
may arise. 
That is a prime example that the knowledge, 
so freely shared, would move the society not 

a new form of participatory relationships, even 
if they reveal to be inconvenient for the current 
partisan political thoughts, as there are no barri-
ers to trade. 
In any case, why not also take in our beautiful 
city a format like this?
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